Attractive TV Programmes
Chinese Original： Wing
Translated by:Belinda

TV is really a great invention. It's very important to us especially when we are
following a TV series, which actually has its extraordinary charm to attract people
to sit in front of the TV on time. There are countless titles of series still deep in our
minds, such as The Real Affection, Criminal Case File, Lofty Sentiments in the World
and so on. Some series』续 Shanghai Beach have become the classics in people's
minds. After watching various kinds of W playspl have done some comparison
and found many differences between HK TV plays and European & American TV
plays (or E&A TV plays).
First of all, it is common in E&A TV plays that each episode has its own story
topic, like The X Files or Friends, in which each episode can be regarded as an
independent unit, even though some kind of connection still exists between
episodes. For example, two episodes may be about one story, but usually the
limit is two episodes and no more. What's more, such occurrences are not common.
However, most HK TV series are one-story plays. Certainly there are also some
unitplays, like The Assassion and Criminal Case Files, which consist of some
differentstories. There are only four or five stories in the entire series, and each
story lasts four or five episodes, but they still follow the general tendency in HK TV
plays. Though the unit plays in which one unit is one story, has appeared on HK
TV, like Happy Huazhili and I love Rose Garden, the number is rather small and they
are disappearing.
Secondly, an E&A TV play usually lasts about several years, with breaks between seasons. Friends has been on air for more than four yeors.Mad about you
and The X Files also have lasted a few years. Each has d break 魁 h e end of a
broadcasting season. So, the E&A TV plays are often filnfied a a n ^ are being
broadcasted. While a HK TV play usually is made uq^of a b ^ t
episodes,
and-often finishes its broadcast in a month or so. Only when the play is particu^
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， l ^ l y pdpMlar, a sequel will be filmed. That's why sertes, like The journey to the west
• tf and Criminal Case Files II appeared. But the series still couldn't last several years
loog. Only Real Affection, containing more than a thousand episodes with neither
breaks In between nor sequels, is an exception.
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Thirdly, the dividing line between a TV drama and a situation comedy
is quite obvious in E&A TV series. For, a drama is both serious and
well-structured, as seen in The X Files, The Morning Post, My so-called
life, E.R. and so on, while it is full of gaiety in a situation comedy, as in
Friends, Mad about you, Boy meets world, Home Improvement and etc. No one will fail
to tell a comedy from a drama. But the dividing line in HK TV plays is not so obvious.
Usually they are the mixtures of both drama and comedy.
Pre-recorded laughter always accompanies the story-line I M j g 國 of a n
E&A comedy from beginning to end. The laughter isn't a part of
t .h e
story, but it creates a joyous atmosphere, which makes a f S t t m comedy
a comedy. What HK comedy lacks is the atmosphere. The HK comedies that are
moast similar to E&A situation comedy, are Happy Huazhili and I Love
Rose Garden, which I have mentioned before. But these comedies still
don't have much accompanying laughter. In contrast with E&A comedies,
they lack a good happy atmosphere.
E&A plays are quite popular in HK, like The X Files, E.R.
and Friends are HK people's favorites. Not only because
the plots are special, but also, I believe, the styles are varied. But,
have Hk plays won the same kind of welcome in Europe and America
as it in HK? And what's your favorite?黎
Top Ten E&A plays in HK：
The X Files
Nanny
Home

Improvement

Mad About You
Friends
Boy Meets World
The Morning

Post

The Practice
NYPD
Chicago Hope

Friends

